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Abstract. We recently stored a 1.85 GeV/c vertically polarized deuteron beam in the COSY Ring
in Jtilich; we then spin-flipped it by ramping a new air-core rf dipole's frequency through an rf-
induced spin resonance to manipulate the polarization direction of the deuteron beam. We first
experimentally determined the resonance's frequency and set the dipole's rf voltage to its maximum;
then we varied its frequency ramp time and freqiiency range. We used the EDDA detector to
measure the vector and tensor polarization asymmetries. We have not yet extracted the deuteron's
tensor polarization spin-flip parameters from the measured data, since our short run did not provide
adequate tensor analyzing-power data at 1.85 GeV/c. However, with a 100 Hz frequency ramp and
our longest ramp time of 400 s, the deuterons' vector polarization spin-flip efficiency was 48±1%.
Recently polarized deuteron experiments have become an accessible and interest-
ing area of subatomic physics. Studying the spin-flipping and polarization dynamics of
polarized deuteron beams is an important step towards polarized deuteron, and thus po-
larized neutron, scattering experiments. Many polarized scattering experiments require
frequent spin-direction reversals (spin-flips), while the polarized beam is stored, to re-
duce their systematic errors. Earlier we used an rf solenoid to study, for first time, spin
flipping and spin manipulation of a simultaneously vector and tensor polarized 270 MeV
deuteron beam stored in the IUCF Cooler Ring and obtained rather interesting results [ 1 ].
We recently studied spin flipping with an rf dipole of a simultaneously vector and tensor
polarized 1.85 GeV/c deuteron beam at COSY's higher energy.
In any flat circular accelerator or storage ring, each deuteron's spin precesses around
the Stable Spin Direction (SSD), which is defined by the ring's magnetic structure. With
no horizontal magnetic fields in the ring, the SSD points along the vertical fields of
the ring's bending magnets. The spin tune vs, which is the number of spin precessions
during one turn around the ring, is proportional to the deuteron's energy
v, = Gy, (1)
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where G = (g — 2)/2 = —0.1426 is the deuteron's gyromagnetic anomaly and y is its
Lorentz energy factor.
The polarization can be perturbed by the horizontal rf magnetic field from either an
rf-solenoid or an rf-dipole. This perturbation can induce an rf spin resonance, which can
flip the spin of the stored polarized deuterons; the resonance's frequency is
fr — fc (k ± Vy) (2)
where fc is the deuteron's circulation frequency and k is an integer. Sweeping the rf
magnet's frequency through fr can flip the Ring's SSD [2]. For an adiabatic frequency
sweep, each deuteron's vector polarization follows the SSD as it rotates by 180°; this
causes a vector spin flip. The modified [3] Froissart-Stora formula [4] relates the beam's
initial vector polarization Pi to its final polarization after crossing the resonance Pr
(3)
where TJ is the spin-flip efficiency, £ is the resonance strength, and A//Af is the reso-
nance crossing rate, while A/ is the ramp's frequency range during the ramp time Af.
In addition to the three ordinary vec-
tor polarization components, the polar-
ization of a beam of spin-1 particles
is also usually described by its tensor
polarization. Unfortunately, there was
no analyzing power data available at
1.85 GeV/c; thus, we were unable to
extract the deuteron's tensor polariza-
tion from the measured asymmetries.
Thus, we will only present results on
spin-flipping the deuteron vector polar-
ization. In future runs we plan to mea-
sure the analyzing powers and thus ob-
tain the tensor polarization.
The apparatus used for this experi-
ment is shown in Fig. 1; it includes the
COSY storage ring [5], the EDDA de-
tector, the Low Energy Polarimeter, the
injector Cyclotron, the polarized ion
source, and the rf dipole, which was
two 6-turn air-core copper coils, in-
stalled around a fast quadrupole's ce-
ramic chamber. As part of an LC reso-
nant circuit, the rf dipole normally ran
at about 4.3 kV rms producing an / Bdl
FIGURE 1. Layout of the COSY Storage Ring,
with its injector Cyclotron, polarized ion source, rf dipole, EDDA detector, and Low Energy Polarimeter.
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of about 0.15 T-mm rms. The beam emerging from the polarized D ion source was
accelerated by the Cyclotron to COSY's injection energy. The Low Energy Polarimeter
(LEP), which was between the Cyclotron and COSY, monitored the beam's polarization
before injection into COSY. The LEP data was mostly used to check the stable operation
of the ion source and Cyclotron.
To reduce our systematic errors, we cycled the polarized D~ source through five
polarization states with nominal vector polarization values of 0,—2/3, —1/3, —1,+1.
Although no analyzing power data were available at 1.85 GeV/c, we measured the
deuteron scattering asymmetries in the EDDA detector, which are related to the vector
and tensor polarizations.
We first determined the spin resonance's approximate location fr — fc(l — \vs\) by
ramping the if dipole's frequency through A/ = 100 Hz around the calculated frequency
of fr = 917.4 kHz; we then continued with 100 Hz ramps next to each previous fre-
quency range until the beam was partly depolarized, as shown in Fig. 2. The source was
cycled through only the -f 1 and — 1 vector polarized states; after each 100 Hz ramp of
duration At = 19 s, we measured the deuteron's left-right scattering asymmetry, which
was proportional to its vector polarization. Fig. 2 shows the ratio P^jPi of the asymme-
tries measured before (Pj) and after (Pfi ramping the rf dipole. These data show that the
resonance was at about 916.85 kHz, which is near the calculated fr.
We then mapped the spin resonance by measuring the asymmetry ratio, with the rf
dipole at different fixed frequencies near 916.85 kHz. These data, plotted in Fig. 3, have
a wide and shallow dip centered near 916.85 kHz; we fit this data to a second-order
Lorentzian. This wide and shallow shape could be due to a combination of a somewhat
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FIGURE 2. The measured deuteron's final-to-
initial vector polarization ratio at 1.85 GeV/c is
plotted against the range of each frequency ramp;
a horizontal bar shows each ramp's Arrange.
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FIGURE 3. The measured deuteron's final-to-
initial vector polarization ratio at 1.85 GeV/c is
plotted against the rf-dipole's fixed frequency.
The curve is a second-order Lorentzian fit.
After setting the rf dipole's voltage to its maximum and keeping the frequency range
fixed at A/= 100 Hz, we spin-flipped the beam by varying the frequency ramp time
Ar. The measured left-right scattering asymmetries for the five polarization states are
plotted in Fig. 4; the curve for each polarization state is a fit to Eq. (3). Notice that
all five curves cross at the same non-zero point near 100 s. This indicates that, after
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subtracting the systematic offset of about 1.5%, each asymmetry was indeed linearly
proportional to the state's vector polarization. Fig. 4 shows that the vector polarization
was partially spin-flipped for the two longest ramp times of 200 and 400 s.
To further analyze the data, we first subtracted the unpolarized offset, shown in Fig. 4
by a solid line, from each other plotted asymmetry; we next divided the result by each
corresponding initial asymmetry. Then, for each Ar, we averaged the four ratios and
plotted the average Pf/Pj ratio in Fig. 5 vs. Ar; these data were fit to Eq. (3), which gave
a spin-flip efficiency 7] = 48 ± 1 %.
Fig. 5 suggests that increasing the ramp time even further would probably not signif-
icantly increase the spin-flip efficiency. Probably the A/ = 100 Hz frequency range did
not cover the full resonance width, which limited the maximum spin-flip efficiency. We
plan to increase the deuteron spin-flip efficiency by increasing the rf-dipole's strength,
perhaps by increasing its input power and building a ferrite box around it.
We would like to thank the entire COSY staff for the successful operation of the









FIGURE 4. The measured deuterons' left-right
scattering asymmetry for five polarization states at
1.85 GeV/c is plotted against the rf-dipole's ramp
time A/. The curves are fits using Eq. (3).
FIGURE 5. The 1.85 GeV/c deuterons' final-to-
initial vector polarization ratio, averaged for the 4
polarized states, is plotted vs. the rf-dipole's ramp
time Ztf. The curve is a fit to Eq. (3).
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